A maximum motion technique for assessment of color vision defects.
Several luminance-matching methods, such as flicker fusion and the minimum motion technique (MMT), are capable of detecting certain forms of abnormal color vision. We present evidence that the heterochromatic fusion nystagmus (HFN) luminance matching technique can discriminate among normal trichromats, protanopes, and deuteranomals. The HFN luminance matching technique has the advantage that it provides a positive indication of isoluminance (maximization of motion) as opposed to the MMT and flicker fusion methods, which indicate isoluminance by the minimization of motion and flicker, respectively. We tested 16 normal trichromats, 6 protanopes, and 4 deuteranomals with the HFN technique. Results indicate that HFN is a useful tool for examining color vision. Because the HFN stimulus elicits reflexive eye movements (optokinetic nystagmus) that follow the apparent motion of the stimulus, HFN luminance matching will be particularly useful in animal and infant research, where other color vision tests are difficult to implement.